Bright Futures LAB, LLC

Help your kids to
Achieve SUCCESS
Bright Futures LAB Tutoring Center's offers student-centered
academic support in order to facilitate the individualized
learning process for each and every student.
Our staff strives to continuously maximize academic potential,
while promoting student success in a safe and welcoming
environment.

Our Mission
Our MISSION is to inspire students to become
confident and independent learners, while preparing
them to meet academic and personal challenges. We
do this by providing comprehensive, individually
focused learning that prepares students of all ages for
academic and life success, with their unique needs and
individualized goals in mind. We believe that by living
out these values with our mission in mind, we are able
to reach students in a more personalized way—beyond
the boundaries of the classroom.
Bright Futures LAB is always striving to continuously
enhance the trajectory of students’ lives.

Our Vision
We believe a supplemental educational program
should always…
*Be conducted in a constructive atmosphere of
learning using a variety of tutoring techniques tailored
to each student's individual learning style;
*Provide a positive experience and opportunities for
every student to improve their skills and build
self-esteem;
*Deliver customized educational programs designed to
build the foundations of their future success by helping
them to become independent learners;
*Help all our students to achieve their personal
education goals;
*Deliver programs for each student to cultivate the
learning skills necessary for life success;
*Be supported by a highly-qualified team of
professionals who understand and meet the needs of
each student.

Our Values
Our work here at the Bright Futures LAB, LLC with
students and the community will be guided and
informed by our beliefs and commitments to
respecting all people, valuing diversity, and remaining
committed to equality. We also value the participation
and recognize the contribution of volunteers within
organizations and communities.

we can do hard things!

Making a Difference
in Lives Through
Education!

Children must be
taught how to think
not what to think.

Every student can
learn, but not in the
same day or the
same way.

